The Role of Matrix Metalloproteinase-1 and Tissue Inhibitory Matrix Metalloproteinases-3 in the Case of Bladder Neck Contracture Post Transurethral Resection of Prostate
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Abstract. The pathogenesis fibrosis mechanism post transurethral resection of prostate (TURP) from Bladder neck contracture (BNC) still not clear yet. Fibrosis post the wound healing is occurred by imbalanced result of breakage of extracellular matrix (ECM) by matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). The tissue inhibitory matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs) inhibited MMPs activity. MMP 1 and TIMP 3 play important role in the remodeling phase of wound. Aim of study to investigate role of MMP 1 and TIMP 3 in accordance to the fibrosis density on BNC post TURP. The BNC patients post TURP from M. Djamil Hospital Padang was collected. Expression of MMP 1 and TIMP 3 were measured by immunohistochemistry and fibrosis density was examined by histopathology. The 75 % of samples have medium fibrosis density, 15 % in the mild level and 10% in the severe level. The MMP1 expression was 27,50 % (±15,67) and TIMP3 was 24,94% (±17,33). The correlation of expression MMP1 and fibrosis density were mild-medium with $R=0,25$ and positive directional correlation $P>0,0$. TIMP3 related to fibrosis density with $P<0,05$ and positive directional correlation. In conclusion, TIMP3 plays significant role in fibrosis density toward BNC with positive directional correlation in post TURP.
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1. Introduction

Bladder neck contracture (BNC) is the fibrosis in the neck of bladder and bed of the dredging former prostate that is one of the long-term complications post TURP. The occurrence rate of BNC was 9,7% [1]. From 52 cases of BNC that were undergone re-surgeon treatment, 42% of them needed another repetition treatment and 15% needed more than twice treatments [2]. Administering Mytocimin C intra lesion to prevent recrudescence BNC was done, however the result was not effective and there was serious side effect to 7% of patients [3].

From the previous reports, there have no clarity about pathogenesis fibrosis/ BNC post TURP so that the modality of its therapy is not clear either [4]. Fibrosis is a forming of plenty extracellular matrix, which creates scar and wrecks normal architectural tissue resulting impaired organ [5]. Fibrosis is caused by the disruption of balancing between extracellular matrix formations (ECM) and its annihilation process. The formation of ECM is influenced by many growth factors [6].
Matrix metalloproteinase-1 is a protease that plays a role in crushing ECM and it is proven to be a healer for remodeling scar phase [7]. MMP-1, which was founded in ureter fibrosis, was related to ureter fibrosis in ureter distal stone [8]. The role of Metalloproteinase in managing the balance between formation and destruction ECM in remodeling phase is influenced by tissue inhibitory matrix metalloproteinases (TIMPs). TIMPs consists of 4 kinds where one of them is TIMP-3 hampering all MMPs and proven in recovering scar in remodeling phase [9].

2. Methods

This was an observational study with cross sectional study design. The samples were taken from 20 patients who undergone second surgeon post at least 3 months treatment of TURP. Patients with the severe prostate histopathology result or BPH with exclusion prostate were the samples. BNC diagnose was conducted clinically in uretrosystoscopy. There was rigidity in the neck of bladder and there was a macroscopic fibrosis tissue in bed the dredging former prostate. Fibrosis tissue in BNC was examined by histopathology with HE staining in order to calculate fibrosis density in percentage. MMP-1 expression was investigated by immunohistochemistry (IHK) check with SC-21731 antibody, MMP-1 was about 1 ml, santa cruz biotechnology –USA. In addition, the use of TIMP-3 with AB 187297 antibody, TIMP-3 was about 500 µg abcam USA.

3. Results

From 20 samples, it can be concluded that the average age was 69,35 ± 7,68 year and TURP was about 17,6 ± 9,10 month. The youngest age was 54 years and the oldest one was 88 years with the condition of re- surgery treatment at least 6 months post TURP and the longest one was 36 months. The indication of re- surgery was 60% caused by the interference on LUTS and 40% caused by urinate retention. Illustration of cystoscopy BNC seen in the 1st picture and the illustration of microscopy fibrosis density with HE staining in the 2nd picture.

Figure 1. Illustration of Systocopy BNC A & B is BNC with LUTS; C. BNC with urinate retention
Figure 2. Illustration of Fibrosis Density with HE Staining. A. Mild Density; B. Medium Density; C. Severe Density

Fibrosis density in HE staining which is shown by Picture A presents less than 50% of fibrosis illustration meanwhile in picture B, more than 50% fibrosis illustration yet less than 90% of fibrosis tissue. Then, in picture C, it is seen that more than 90% contained connective tissue.

MMP-1 Expression and TIMP-3

The average of MMP1 was 27.50% (±15.67) and TIMP3 was 24.94% (±17.33). The correlation of expression MMP1 and fibrosis density were mild- medium with R=0.25 and positive directional correlation P>0.0. In other hand, TIMP3 correlation and fibrosis density were medium with P<0.05 and positive directional correlation. The illustration of MMP1 expression and TIMP3 on the IHK examination can be seen in this following picture.
The Correlation between MMP1 Expression and Fibrosis Density

From the above picture, it can be seen that R value = 0.25 which indicates mild correlation with positive directional correlation but the significance is nothing (P>0.05)
Correlation between TIMP3 Expression and Fibrosis Density

Based on the picture above, R Value is 0.5 which indicates medium correlation with positive directional correlation and the correlation is significance (P<0.05).

4. Discussions

Characteristic of Sample

The average age of patients who suffered from BNC was 69.35 ±7.68. This age was more young than Al-Singary in his report about the average age of patients with BNC case that was 72.3 years [10]. From the average age of epidemiology above, it was suitable with age dispersion of BPH. Male patients in their 60 age were founded 50% BPH in biopsy and if they were in 85, 90% of male patients were obtained by BPH from autopsy [11].

The occurrence’s time of BNC from TURP treatment showed the average rate 17.60 ±9.10 months, the fastest time was 6 months and the longest one was 36 months post TURP. Those results were more fast than Sata who reported the average BNC occurred in 32 months post TURP meanwhile Lee stated the average time was 37.9 months. In other hand, Al-singary conveyed the average time of BNC faster than the other two researchers that was 10.3 months. Al- singary also reported that the fastest time was 3 months and the longest was 33 months [10]. Theoretically, the times above are in the remodeling wound phase where happen around 6 months until 2 years [12].
Fibrosis Density on HE Staining

Determining the level of fibrosis density in organ which suffered fibrosis is one of research aspects on pathogens organ fibrosis. In liver fibrosis, there are several systems of staining such as Haematoxylin and Eosin, Reticulin and Masson’s Trichrome stains. Van Gieson, Perl’s and Shikata’s Orcein stains. There are also several ways in determining liver fibrosis. They are Knodell Histology Activity Index (HAI), Scheuer scoring system, Ishak’s system, Metavir system and Ishak modified HAI (Mannan, 2014). HAI uses some variables such as periportal bridging necrosis, intralobular degeneration and focal necrosis, portal inflammation and fibrosis. Each of variables are given a value so that fibrosis in liver can be determined its quantitative value. Besides, the kidney fibrosis has been also identified its density fibrosis level. Related to post surgery, Sae-Jung reported that there was grading fibrosis epidural post laminectomy. Sae-Jung divided range epidural fibrosis post laminectomy into 4 grades, they are grade 0 (normal, no epidural fibrosis), grade 1 (mild degree, thin fibrous band(s) over dura), grade 2 (moderate degree, continuous adherence observed but less than 2/3 of laminectomy defect) and grade 3 (severe fibrosis, scar tissue adherence, more than 2/3 of laminectomy area, and/or extending to nerve roots) [14].

Unlike the case of fibrosis on BNC, we could not find the standard system in determining fibrosis density on BNC. It is because BNC is a basically a fibrosis in healing wound. Wound healing is a process to recreate normal tissue so that in normal condition the dredging former prostate after TURP in remodeling phase will be back into original prostate cell (BPH). The healing of the normal dredging prostate TURP will cause recidivism of BPH. Elshal conducted prostatectomy effectively with laser technique. He reported that there were 76 patients who are recidivism of BPH with the high average volume that was 79.3 ml [15]. Based on the above data, this study is done to determine the fibrosis density with measuring percentage of fibromuscular component instead the normal prostate tissue. Macroscopically, BNC had been ensured to exist in that condition.

In this study, we can sum up that most of the fibrosis density was in moderate level which means the structure of its tissue was 50-90% consisted fibromuscular tissue component. If it is related to average time that was 17.60 ±9.10 months. This period supposed to be in the second year of healing process where it must go back to normal form of tissue.

MMP1 Expression and its correlation to fibrosis density

Expression of MMP 1 was quite high (average 27.50% ±15.67) yet with statistic measurement, there was no significant correlation between MMP1 expression and fibrosis density. If it is seen from the directional correlation, it is a positive direction. The higher MMP1, the higher fibrosis density. With this result, we drawn conclusion that MMP 1 on BNC post TURP pro fibrosis.

MMP is basically anti-fibrosis, but in another condition it can be pro-fibrotic. The example is MMP 10 in recovering wounded skin. MMP 10 destroyed the scar but in term of muscle trauma, the role of MMP 10 increased collagen accumulation [16]. The transformation function of MP was caused by various growth factors such as IL-1 and TNF-Alpa, interaction among MMP where one
MMP can be destroyed by other MMP [17] and the influence of TIMPs that can hamper MMPs performance [18].

Fibrosis is a exceeding accumulation in ECM. Collagen is the primary component of ECM. Collagen consists of many types such as collagen fibril composed. The types of this collagen are type 1, 2, 3, 5 and 11. Membrane basal collagen that is type 4 collagen, micro fibril collagen that is type 7 and many others collagens [19] in every organ and organization collagen tissue forming ECM, the tissues are different that are in accordance with specific function from each organs [20].

Matrix Metalloproteinase 1 (MMP1) specifically can destroy collagen type 1 and type 3 [21], however MMP1 can not break collagen type 4 which is dominantly existed in muscle of adult person [22]. Related to this, there is a probability that collagen type 1 and 3 are not the main components of fibrosis. Nevertheless, with the destruction of collagen type 1 and 3 will make the other ECM component accumulation happened easily such as collagen type 4 so that MMP1 look like pro-fibrotic. The activity of MMP1 above was proven in experimental of Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD). Giving MMP 1 has an ability to wreck the scar in muscle which was infected by DMD. It also assists in increasing myoblast migration so that muscle fiber in DMD case enhanced [19].

**TIMP 3 Expression and its correlation with fibrosis density**

Tissue inhibitory matrix metalloproteinases 3 (TIMP 3) is a protein hampering MMP performance so that MMP is not applied to wreck the scar. The mechanism of obstructing MMP activity by TIMP occurred because TIMP ties up MMP and produces TIMP-MMP complex. The molecule form of TIMP is steel and has 4 residues in its terminal. They are Cys1-Thr-Cys-Val4 and Glu67-Ser-Val-Cys70 as residue which related to disulfide in active side of MMP. Actually, the bounding or correlation between MMP and TIMP is relationship of protein and other protein. Mutation in second position from residue N molecule terminal TIMP influenced the relationship afinitas TIMP and MMP. If the position were change by glysin impacted on non active TIMP. In TIMP 3, if the mutation in Thr 2 becomes Gly will affect to non active of TIMP3 [23].

Tissue inhibitory matrix metalloproteinases 3 (TIMP3) is a main regulator from MMP invivo. The percentage of TIMP 3 was the lowest rather than MMP-1 and TGF β1. However, if it is connected to fibrosis density, there was significant connection to TIMP3 with positive directional connection. It means the more high TIMP3 expression, the more high fibrosis density. This condition is suitable with TIMP3 physiology as protein which confronts MMP performance to lysis fibrosis tissue. When the obstruction of MMP performance happened, it will increase the accumulation of fibrosis tissue. The final result of fibrosis accumulation in a tissue is the result of difference of fibrosis tissue that is divided by MMP and it is minimized by total hindrance of TIMPs [18].

So, from this study, we can get the fact that MMP1 is pro-fibrotic. With this condition, there is a probability of another MMP besides MMP1 which play role to ruin main component ECM creating fibrosis in BNC which hampered by TIMP3. In the term of urethra diseases, there are several researches about it, for example the role of TIMP3 and its connection to MMP2 and MMP9 causing
the increase of risk of Buli-Buli cancer (carcinoma buli-buli) [24]. Specifically, TIMP3 hampered MMP 1, 2, 3, 9 and 13 [25]. Thus, there is a possibility that the hampering TIMP3 which makes the improvement of fibrosis density related to MMP other than the stated above.

Therefore, after conducting this study, it can be founded that the role of TIMP 3 is a significant variable. In fact, TIMP 3 can be used as one of therapy modality for BNC case by developing anti TIMP 3. Manipulation of TIMP 3 as one of therapy modality has also been examined into cardiovascular disease and its terminal effect. Administering TIMPs for gastric cancer has reached clinical examination into phase 3 and phase 2 toward pancreatic cancer [26].

5. Conclusion

MMP 1 and TIMP 3 are expressed in BNC post TURP. They are related to fibrosis density so that TIMP 3 becomes significant factor in the BNC case. The higher TIMP 3, the denser fibrosis in BNC case post TURP.
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